
COVID-19: Optimizing 
Promotions with 
HCP Preferences 
 

Survey conducted by Syneos Health Research and Insights, March 18-19, 2020

Objectives: Understand HCP concerns and preferences for 
personal promotions in the time of COVID-19 and analyze  
factors influencing HCPs’ prescribing behaviors

This is a periodic survey reflecting a “snapshot in time,” 
conducted with a convenience sample of 535 US-based HCPs. 
Unless otherwise noted, percentages represent HCPs as a whole.
HCPs surveyed included PCPs (N=137), specialists (N= 230 across 
all specialties), NPs and PAs (combined N=85).

In the era of COVID-19, HCPs perceive a 
signif icant drop in patient volume by as  
much as 75%. The decrease has impacted  
all regions of the US—even those relatively 
unaffected by the pandemic to date.  
 
The HCPs  struggled to estimate what  
their patient volumes might look like in  
the interim, and in a post-COVID-19 era.

Understand patient volume changes by tracking syndicated patient-visit 
data over time. Evaluate both pre- and post-COVID-19 for your brand or 
market as well as spikes in future outbreaks.

Even with their unique, frontline perspective, HCPs across the country 
prioritize the same concerns as the rest of society. 

Sample drops: this is what HCPs need most from reps right now. Doctors  
are eager to ensure that patients have continuity of treatment despite the 
current scarcity of many healthcare resources. 

Tailor messaging around sample drops to address HCPs’ concerns in 
the given moment and convey personal commitment to supplying 
adequate samples now more than ever. Transparency around supply 
chain concerns is important to address, particularly if HCPs need to 
start thinking about alternative treatment options. 

PCPs (53%) and NPs (50%) largely felt that sales rep interactions will remain 
roughly as important during the pandemic as they were pre-COVID-19. More 
HCPs (9%) in the Northeast than in any other region felt that rep interactions 
were of low value now. While the perceived value of sales reps varies across 
HCPs, the majority of feedback indicated that reps are still found valuable.  

Evaluate need for rep training to build value to HCPs. Revise messaging  
to address HCP concerns, and track its impact through KPI assessments 
and a message recall study. 

In a similar vein, no matter the region or profession, HCPs see their 
prescribing behaviors staying the same despite their reported challenges 
with patient volume. A signif icant number noted a new layer of due 
diligence to their prescription decisions. That said, rep  
and MSL interactions are as critical as ever—they just  
need to happen in ways that are more tailored to  
an individual provider’s needs, which are evolving  
unpredictably during the pandemic. Given HCPs’  
evident concern and considerably freer days, the  
current moment represents a good opportunity  
for reps to meaningfully engage with them. 

Monitor HCP prescription intent using patient visit data from syndicated 
or RWD sources. Measure the impact of promotion efforts on prescribing 
with ROI analysis.

The overall decline  in patient volume shows 
that patients are staying home when possible, 
as they and their doctors are committed to 
containment  guidelines. Another best practice 
is electronic detailing. Physicians prefer it right 
now, especially emergency medicine doctors*, 
who reported an increase in patient volume. 
For the foreseeable future, HCPs are willing to 
move more and more toward eDetailing, 
eEvents, mailing promotional materials, and 
other alternative connections. 

Consider building out electronic detailing and event efforts,  
alongside supportive promotional materials, for your HCP targets.  
Use syndicated and Real-World Data (RWD) to evolve channel  
spending strategies over time. 

Minimize 
exposure to— 

and spread  
of—the virus. 

The HCPs surveyed made it clear how reps can alleviate primary concerns 
they share with their patients:

Cease sales  
rep visits and 

in-person 
detailing. 

Provide samples 
to mitigate 

potential supply 
shortages. 
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